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:, . r.ÿ" 4 'bÿ ÿresent cares will long endure
: ',,"   sO mÿyr ÿe" leave eÿide the. things

Which will bring some profit
, ;-ÿ "ÿ ,t6-: thoseÿ flow livingÿ  :';  ' ÿ

When St is our intent to de ether things
:. ÿhich hold .greaterÿ promise"

for our children's children."

Descartes
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023       HELICOPTER      , ; -''ÿ" !ÿ.  "Hello Zero, this is One-Six-Echo message,

over.  ..

"Zeroÿ sendÿ over,"

"One-Six-Echo, we have sighting of a ÿossible

oll slick at position latitude figures:  36.00;

,  .....  .    .  longitude figures:  ÿ4.30; Zero."

.i

,042   .   MAN AT WALL MAP        "The information received from this helicopter

,                     mentioned a position . We cannot mark the

:     -exact location."

• .'ÿ.  ;. ÿf'" ": '  ;. ÿ""; ' ÿ  " ' .." ...::"Yes,:OK.  .The approximate location is 36

..." -'. "; ,,,-  ....   ,.ÿ'  ',. ".." ÿ .ÿ-c,. degrees 14.30 •"
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" i.f[,ÿ.."ThiS if the location of the oil spill.  It is

about 40 miles South-West of Licata, the

Sicilian Coast and 40 miles North-West of

GOZO • "

"Now we will trÿsmit two telexes:  one to

:; ,, the Maltese; another ,one to the Italian

authorities., ÿ, andÿ recommend that the

goveÿmentÿ send }WO patrol boats on the scene.

072    SPEEDBOAT
SEQUENCE

NARRATOR

In the search for a cure to the man-made
: .  ,ÿ',

poison threatening ÿheir sea, the nationÿ

of, the Mediterranean have joined in a far-

,reÿchÿng treaty.,ÿ,ÿ..   ÿ'":    :....

shores, survive on its richesÿ
&.J '

siz;zy it.

For the Mediterranean is sick.  It is being

poisoned slowly but steadily for those who

need it most, the people Who live on fts

and those Whm

086 At a conference in Barcelona organized by the

United Nations Environment Programme, these

nations formally agreed to fight pollution by

..........   .   ,  .....  ÿ:ÿ,ÿ.,,ÿ  ....  .ÿ,,ÿ': .proÿcting the sea itself and developing the

.,,,. :"  entire Mediterranean region.
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• ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿiÿ ÿ-   • 'ÿ ÿ •  ÿ    ÿ, ,   ,  ÿ'ÿ ÿ   ÿ ÿ

VO:
"Rogerÿ so fa.ri" over. ,-.tÿ,,,,: .ÿ.,ÿiÿ.

Time pollution spotted:  eleVen 4/5 hours.

weatheÿ:  cloudy

Sea:  Moderate

Swell:  North westerly

Wind:  West, force 3-4

ver."

"Hello, Zero - Two.

I am in area of pollution.  The pollution

129 WATER BEING
SPRAYED

Y

i  ,

consists of thick oil.  It covers about

2ÿDO yards square.  I have layed dcÿn boom

I!and begun to spray.

NARR!LTOR

Today, any plan in the fight to save the seas

mkst concern oil pollution.  For the

Mediterranean this meant the creation of an

4ti-pollution command post on Malta.  Its

a:sks cover the sighting of oil spills and

slicks, alerting governments, offering them

technical help and training experts for

Tuture battles in this struggle.



As ÿbody of water, the Mediterraneÿ is

literally a drop in the ocean:  only one

,  ÿ    ÿercent of the world's ocean surface. Yet

:0ÿ< ,:ÿit is heavily criss-crossed by a number of

ships far out of proportion to its size,

•        including nuclear submarines.  If the result

,of a .collision between two atomic-age warships

defies the imagination, that of a crash of
- ÿ  ÿWo ÿsuper oil tankers is only too real.

<

But oil pollution also includes tankers

blowing their oily holds, leaks from offshore

oil'wells and the stream of polluted material

from refineries on the shore.

@ Increasinglyÿ oil tankers ÿe to blame for the

., _.., , • .           pollution.. They unload their cargoes of

crude oil at fourteen Mediterranean ports, but

, k •   , ~ÿ." only five of them have the special equipment

zeeded to clean their holds.  This means they

Lpump their dangerous and disagreeable ballast

t sea.



,-2!I     .. BÿACH The result is÷dÿhi'ÿ':ÿollution of both

- i¸  "z- beaches and coastal rocks, which are vital in

the f6od chain, the life-line of the sea.

Whether pollution comes from the sea or from

lÿud-based sources, the winds and the

currents eventually carry this poison to the

iÿi   '..,."  ÿ,iÿÿ.. - • shore.

Chemical analysis of these tar balls shows

where they come from and even how long they've

been in the water leaving their unfortunate

T.. !

trail which not only offends the eye, but

murders marine life.

Oil-pollution at sea, while deadly, accounts

for only about 20% of the total problem.  Most

pollution comes from land-based sources and

249 LABORATORY ,, ÿ:

makes the task facing scientists even more

ehallenging,         -  "'<.ÿ"/":

A"-€o-ordinated action programme including both

research and surveillance is expected to

provide".the governments of Mediterranean states

witha:con%inuing flow of precise information.

In turn,'this knowledge will allow those states

to take swift protective or corrective

action.
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246 SECOND I4ÿBOÿ/ÿ. BY More than eighty research c entres in alÿost

every Mediterranean country have been chosen

to ÿevaluate the degree of pollution in their

waters.

This policy is proving to be remarkably

efficient in several ways. Scientists and

go,vernment officials from nations with

sometimes strained relations in other matters

have come together with one purpose:  to save

their sea.

287 FISH The Mediterranean is more vulnerable to

pollution than most bodies of water.  It is

,   squeezed on one end by the Straits of Gibraltar

andÿonthe other by the Bosphorous. A complete

change of its waters takes up to 80 years.

303 SECOND P o G.

f

Yetÿ, untreated or inadequately processed

sewage wastes draining the many coastal cities

....  ÿ ÿ/.ÿpuÿ into this slow-mQFÿng sea.  Add to this

.....  ÿ  the tpn:s of metals such as mercury and cadmium

and/farm chemicals like DDT, carried by the

/  ....  , i winds add the streams and melted into the sea

, ÿ-  •   by the rain.
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All of this in varying degrees is eating

away at nature's delicate balance, altering

tha spaÿing grounds of certain speciesÿ

diminishing some and destroying others.

326       ' FISHING VILLAGE
BACKLIGHÿED BOAT

The sickness of the Mediterranean stems in

part from the contradictory demands made of it.

Its,beautiful, historic coasts make it the

most popular tourist attraction in the world.

It is a necessary source of food and income,

,yet.it is a gigantic garbage dump.

370     UNIDÿING BOAT : ÿ Most Mediterranean fishermen use traditional

methodsÿ although many are turning to more

modern techniques to increase: their catches.

At the same time, this sea does not have the

biological vitality of the oceans, raising

the question of whether the Mediterranean will

be able to cope with the every-growing demand

388 CRATE  BY VAN. ÿ

for:ÿfish from a coastal population expected

to double by the end of the century.

Marine pollution and its damaging effects on

fishing is a .global problem and the protection

of marine life cannot be considered outside the

larger picture of economic and social

development.                                '



450  .   FISH    . ,,.,., ÿ.ÿ. ÿ.  . -, The ..,variety of the Mediterranean coastline and

i     ÿro.,v! ÿ,ÿ:  .....  :/ :uÿ. the:,.cultures which it has spawned make this sea

.    .ÿ, unique..   Languages, traditions, religions,

.,ÿ ÿ ÿ< ':ÿ ,  :ÿ,.jÿ .ÿ...:.  ....  ,..ÿ  :ÿ: , ,  ......  _:: entire cultures, have been less restrained

around the Mediterranean; like the sea itself,

R¸  ÿ ÿ

oÿ.

they have waffhed agaiÿst::ieach other
j . o ;

.throughout the ages, in war and in peaceÿ more

•     than anywhere else in the world.

466 FISH MEDINA

z

!t: is. the only sea whose waters touch three

c0ntinentsÿ a common bond for Asiaÿ Africa

and Europe, between developed and developing

..;. ÿ<  .....  .   ..- i, w°rldÿs, between";.iN@rth and ,Soÿth, East and West,

476
i

CAFE MEDINA     ,.      For fShe people who live around the

,  .... :: Mÿditÿrranean their most basic human needs

..   ÿ,.. and..ÿhe quality of those needs, are deeply

. ,   i

woven into the fabric of their environment.

....  :ÿ.,..  .,'. ,< :.  . To str.engthen that fabric the United Nations

/ ÿ Environment Programme successfully sponsored

treaties for the protection of regional seas
, (

.   ,  .......  ,.liÿ:e:.ÿtne--- -- '--- - :Mectiÿerranean..-A' .

@ e@
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The Balcelona Convention is both ÿ statement

of principle and an expression of faith.

Those nations are solemnly pledged to prevent

and fight marine pollution and to improve the

entire environment.

,/

5O5 mco CO  R CF

dÿ

516

"Distinguished delegates, I declare opened the

Intergovernmental Review Meeting of

Mediterranean Coastal States on the

Mediterranean Action Plan.

The results obtained up to now show that the

most important sources of pollution are

located on the Northwestern part of the

European coast and along the big rivers flowing

into the Mediterranean.

-Tlie beaches 6f the Mediterranean:are probably

the most polluted by oil and its derivatives

of all the seas.  Levels of pesticides and

methanes in marine organisms have risen,

utrification is evident :in some Coastal zones

• and swimming is becoming a risky venture in

Zany previously safe recreational areas.  The

evidence is at hand that the sea is sick. Its

sickness is felt by those who use it.

action is needed to stop its further

deterioration.

Urgent

olo
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COAST.ÿL VESSEL

.language.

Researchers and scientists need a common

language, a mutually understandable yardstick

so that their results make perfect sense in

all their countries.  The United Nations

Environment Programme and specialized United

Nations bodies are giving strong backing to

the task of devising this common scientific

" '. - i "

Painstaking methods have been worked out

covering the smallest detail, such as the type

/

of sample studied, how and when and where it

was found, its size, its preliminary

processing, the pollutant being sought, and

even the way in which they final report should

be written.

603/
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PREPARING THE
DREDGE

.RAISING. THE
DREDGE

. iÿ,ÿ   • ÿ -%- ,

Samples of marine life are collected from the

seabed at depths of five to fifty meters where

! rivers flow into the sea.

By,.taking such samples from the same place

,  several times a month, scientists can detect

......  an2.changes in the marine life caused by

pgllution.

eeJ
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Nÿ2RISES

Tffe Mediterranean scientific community is

awÿe of the great imporhance of studying the

continuing effect the environment has on

marine ecology.

A key factor in that ecological system is

lanktonÿ microscopic animals Which represent

the first link in the marine food chain

ending with fish and mammals.

The ability of these tiny creatures to survive
4,

is closely linked to the degree of pollution

in the waters.

680 EXAMINATION OF
firST ÿEcJmiÿ

:L

In polluted waters the scientists sample the

plankton to evaluate the quality of their eggs

and larva.

Observation of the movement of surface water is

important as it is largely responsible for

spreading pollution in coastal waters.

Salinity and temperature readings at varying

depths permit scientists to draw maps of

shifting sea currents.

B mo
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736 'ÿ ÿ  .....  PLASTIC :ÿ:

CONTAINERS
Collectionÿ analysis and interpretation of

samples are co-ordinated by the International

:   ÿ ,'/.%  ,     ., Atomic Energy Laboratory in Monaco.

744 LABORATORY Nuclear science techniques are applied to

samples in the persistent tracking?down of

pollutants, whether from oil or metalsÿ or

pectieides and detergents.

760 The results are then passed on to other

Mediterranean countries in a sceintific

language their specialists understand.

For it is here that the common measurements

k

rÿ

/ •'!

have been established for other scientists in

Mediterranean region. ÿ:

The scientists are also on the lookout for

any changes in radioactivity in the samples.

RAISING PIPETTEÿ
'ÿ  At the same time heavy metals and farming

....  pesticides are present, having made the long

Journey to the Mediterranean from their

inland sources.
l

/ÿe
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Toxic industria![waste, ÿuntreated:sewage,

ater dosed with DDT and other chemical

POllutants are carelessly dumped into sewers,

streams and rivers with only one outletÿ the
"" h

Mediterranean, and only one result, the

poisoning of the sea.

793 FISH ON
PLATTER

Mercury and cadmium threaten almost all marine

life.  And these metals present a danger to

man through the food chain, it is essential to

determine their presence and levels in the

j
everyday fish we eat.

<.,

8i9 CRAB

Pÿobably due to nÿtural conditions prevailing

in the Mediterranean, the level of some metals

Ln certain seafood, mercury in particularÿ are

now at or already above legally permissible

levels in most countries.

.7

L,  k
Physical changes have been found in the cell

tissue of marine organisms exposed to these

heavy metals.



866 SEA URCHIN ÿ
'The spiny sea urchin when poisoned by heavy

896 COMPUTER ÿ

doses of mercury changes its flesh colour and

: loses its ability to cling to rocks.

Corrective measures to control land-based

.-.  pollution are costly.  But any hesitation in

confronting them quickly increases the dangers

facing man.

The results of this research are available to
y,

all treaty members.  It is up to them to use it

in the most efficient way to fight pollution.

903
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WHITE HEAT

•   ,'ÿ'ÿ  '3. L

The pÿoblem of the Mediterranean will not be

sdived by more and more techno!ogy, but by the
" mas%ery of technology by man always aware of

nature' s needs.

However, to do that, man must look deep inside

himself and then create a new climate in which

both he and the Mediterranean can live a long,

•  healthy life.
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